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        METRO SYSTEM D60
               washbasin cabinet, wall hung, deep 

 ×  ×   (cm) 60 × 30 × 45

cabinet index 190-D-06059

colour: body / front white lacquer / white lacquer

quantity in the set: 1 pcs

handles are not included,
must be purchased separately

        TOp UNI f120 
               deep 

 ×  ×   (cm) 120 × 2,5 × 46

cabinet index 282-f-12006 (fSC)

colour: body truffle beech

quantity in the set: 1 pcs

        METRO SYSTEM B60
               cabinet under top, wall hung, deep 

 ×  ×   (cm) 60 × 60 × 45

cabinet index 190-B-06006

colour: body / front white lacquer / white lacquer

quantity in the set: 1 pcs

handles are not included,
must be purchased separately

        ELAN 40
               countertop washbasin, ceramic 

 ×  ×   (cm) 40 × 10 × 40

washbasin index 1578

quantity in the set: 1 pcs
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Important information:
* the dimensions of cabinets were rounded to the nearest centimeters
* due to the material used, the dimensions of the washbasins may slightly vary from the values given in the tables
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b a t h r o o m  f u r n i t u r e

metro system
layout elements

https://nas-furniture.com/product/metro-system-d60/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/countertop-uni-f120-2/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/metro-system-b60-2/
https://nas-meble.pl/produkt/elan-40/


        METRO SYSTEM A30 
               wall hung, deep

 ×  ×   (cm) 30 × 60 × 45

cabinet index 190-A-03013 

colour: body / front white lacquer / white lacquer

quantity in the set: 2 pcs

revesible door  L/R

handles are not included,
must be purchased separately

        SALSA E60
               mirror cabinet  

 ×  ×   (cm) 60 × 60 × 15

cabinet index 242-E-06002 (FSC)

colour: body / front white lacquer / mirror

quantity in the set: 1 pcs

revesible door  L/R

COMBI BOX furniture socket complete
with cabinet
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        KUBIK A30 
               wall hung, deep 

 ×  ×   (cm) 60 × 30 × 44

cabinet index 125-A-03019

colour: body truffle beech

quantity in the set: 2 pcs

        KUBIK A30 
               wall hung, shallow 

 ×  ×   (cm) 30 × 30 × 20

cabinet index 125-A-03011 (fSC)

colour: body truffle beech

quantity in the set: 2 pcs

        KUBIK A30 
               wall hung, deep 

 ×  ×   (cm) 30 × 30 × 44

cabinet index 125-A-03023 (fSC)

colour: body truffle beech

quantity in the set: 1 pcs
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See details See details

See details

See details

See details

Important information:
* the dimensions of cabinets were rounded to the nearest centimeters
* due to the material used, the dimensions of the washbasins may slightly vary from the values given in the tables

        METRO SYSTEM C30 
               wall hung, deep

 ×  ×   (cm) 30 × 90 × 45

cabinet index 190-C-03007 

colour: body / front white lacquer / white lacquer

quantity in the set: 1 pcs

revesible door  L/R

handles are not included,
must be purchased separately
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See details

         LATTE
               metal handle 

  (cm) 20,2

index
colour

190-H-00057
copper gold

handles must be purchased separately

         LATTE
               metal handle 

  (cm) 33

index
colour

190-H-00062
copper gold

handles must be purchased separately

11 12

See details See details

https://nas-meble.pl/
https://nas-meble.pl/
https://nas-meble.pl/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/wall-cube-a30-8/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/wall-cube-a30-10/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/wall-cube-a30-2/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/metro-system-a30/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/salsa-e60/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/metro-system-c30/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/handle-latte-5/
https://nas-furniture.com/product/handle-latte-6/

